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ABSTRACT
This study investigated factors influencing sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County, Kenya. The guiding objectives include; establishing the influence of Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) on sustainability of donor-funded projects, to assess the influence of level of funding and establish how the involvement of stakeholders influences sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County. The study applied quantitative research design, which makes use of questionnaires to gather information. Quantitative research incorporates the statistical elements designed to quantify the extent to which the target group is aware of, thinks and believes. The study targeted fifty (50) respondents; comprising of Ten (10) technical persons from line ministries, Ten (10) donor agency representatives and thirty (30) Water Point Executive Committee (WPEC) members; comprising of (Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer). The representatives were aware about the management, technical decisions within their departments of work, and are involved in daily operation and had the required information for the success of this study in Wenje Donor Funded Water Projects in Tana River County. Census sampling method involving inclusion of all target population into the sample followed by purposive sampling methods was applied. Purposive sampling method which relies on the researcher’s judgment; in selecting respondents regarding those special participants who had specific information of interest to the study was applied. The information of number of Water Point Executive Committees was sourced from WESCOORD Coordination body in Tana River and Conslog Engineering Services, a consultancy firm/NGO operating in Wenje Division. Data collected was analysed using descriptive statistics where relative frequency distribution tables as well as mean and standard deviations values were calculated with the help of Likert scale ratings of (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) in the analysis. Standard deviations were calculated to denote the variability of responses around mean values in the likert rating scale so as to ascertain consistency of responses among respondents. The findings of the study were presented in frequency distribution tables. It could be concluded that; all donor funded water projects were not sustainably managed. The researcher recommended for a more strategic oriented water projects management, which would be the pro-active approach, to be adopted in the community water projects management. This would help by negating the current water management practices that are still focused on reacting to events that have already occurred: the re-active approach. The researcher suggested that further studies on factors influencing sustainability of donor funded water projects both in Kenya and the rest of the world should be conducted. A study on various water use and demand sites such as the: domestic, agriculture, livestock and other uses would help the policy makers/donor agencies or the water projects developers on the approximate water demands per community. Also a study on the community preparedness to participate and manage the donor funded water projects long after the completion of the projects, regardless of other sources of cheap water among other obstacles was suggested.
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the Study

Over last two decades, Non-governmental Organizations working in areas of development have increased their presence locally, nationally, and internationally. NGOs have come to be recognized as important in development, from the reconstruction efforts in Indonesia, India, Thailand and Sri Lanka after the 2004 tsunami disaster, to international campaigns for aid and trade reform such as ‘Make Poverty History’. NGOs are known for various activities which include: the delivery of basic services to people in need, and organizing policy advocacy and public campaigns for change. At the same time, NGOs have also become active in a wide range of other more specialized roles such as emergency response, democracy building, conflict resolution, human rights work, cultural preservation, environmental activism, policy analysis, research and information provision (Lewis, 2009).

The United Nations (UN) Secretary-General in 1995 Boutros Boutros-Ghali defined Non-governmental Organizations as basic element in the representation of the modern world, and their participation is in a way, a guarantee of political legitimacy. On all continents, Non-governmental Organizations are today continually increasing in number. And this development is inseparable from the aspiration to freedom and democracy which today animates international society. From the standpoint of global democratization, we need the participation of international public opinion and the mobilizing powers of non-governmental organizations (Togbolo, 2005). In reference to the UN Secretary General Speech, at Global World Summit in 1995, he explains that NGOs must build outwards
from concrete innovations and ideas at grassroots or community level to connect with the forces that influence patterns and trend of poverty, exclusionary economics, discriminatory politics, selfish and violent personal behaviour, and the capture of the world of knowledge and ideas by elites. The aforementioned is what NGOs involve in by integrating micro and macro-level action in their project and activities focused towards support of the vulnerable communities (Togbolo, 2005).

NGOs are constrained by limited financial resources and period hence unlikely challengers of many developments in the societies. “The essence of Non-governmental Organizations remains the same: to provide basic services to those who need them. Many NGOs have demonstrated an ability to reach poor people, work in inaccessible areas, innovate, or in other ways achieve things better than by official agencies. Some are membership organizations of poor or vulnerable people; others are skilled at participatory approaches. Their resources are largely additional; they complement the development effort of others, and they can help to make the development process more accountable, transparent and participatory. They not only "fill in the gaps" but they also act as a response to failures in the public and private sectors in providing basic services” UN Secretary General 1995 (Togbolo, 2005).

A survey done in one of the Eastern Africa countries which is Uganda and Rwenzori region in particular indicates that despite the increase in donor funding to government and NGOs in Africa towards poverty reduction programs, the poverty is on the increase (Busiinge, 2008). The aim of the study was to critique projects implemented through donor funding, social and economic contribution to the target communities and
recommend possible ways of implementing strategies towards increasing impact. The common ground between donors and NGOs can be expected to grow, especially as donors seek to make more explicit their stated objectives of enhancing democratic processes and strengthening marginal groups in civil society.

NGOs started attracting attention in 1980’s when they applied to different sections in community development. Western donors who had become frustrated by bureaucracy and ineffectiveness of government to government project based. As a result, NGOs provided an alternative and a flexible funding channel with a high chance of local level implementation and grassroots participation (Lewis, 2009). In Tana River County, donor funds through NGOs have been used since 1980’s (Community Resource Person). Late 1980’s is the period in which onwards, NGOs gradually became part of the research agenda of ‘development studies’, the interdisciplinary field of scholarship which includes economists, sociologists, political scientists and anthropologists working on development issues(Lewis, 2009) with sustainability being influence by a number of factors which was investigated in this study.

According to Water, Environment, Sanitation Coordination Forum (WESCOORD), Tana River, Minutes, November 2013, the need for rehabilitation of water supply system is still high, with recommendation to the actors being rehabilitation of existing structures before constructions of new ones, for instance earth pans and shallow wells. The water supply systems are either owned by Water Project Committees or Self Help Groups registered under Ministry of Gender, Culture, Sports and Social Services. Under the Vision 2030 Social Pillar; Environment, Water and Sanitation Sector; the main aim is enhancing
Access to a Clean, Secure and Sustainable Environment, Water and Sanitation. Kenya suffers from water scarcity since demand outstrips the stock of renewable fresh water. The available water is often inadequate for domestic as well as livestock and commercial use. This scarcity has intensified competition among various users and usually results into conflict. Some of the available water resources are normally not maintained after completion by implementing agency hence conflicts and threat to human beings in terms of hygiene and drawing methods (Millennium Development Goals Status Report 2011, National Development and Vision 2030).

The purpose of this study is to establish how Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E), level of funding and involvement of key stakeholders influence sustainability of donor funded projects in Tana River County. The information was gathered by collecting information from development actors in Tana River County. The study target populations include NGOs Managers, Ministry Heads of Departments, CBOs and Water Service Providers Boards which include Tana Water Resources Service Company, Water Project Committees Heads in Tana River Sub-County.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Despite, the provision of donor funding, water projects in arid and semi-arid lands (ASALs) have performed poorly in terms of organizational management, operation and maintenance after handing over of the projects by the implementing partners and donor agents. Therefore, many donor agents would continue their operations and cease slowly day by day often due to lack of local sustainable funding for maintenance and repairs of the water structures. Some other donor agents fall into the pitfall of un-sustainability of
the water projects, as they operate for a few years or months and then fade away. Therefore, this study sought to investigate the factors influencing sustainability of donor funded projects focusing on Wenje Water Projects in Tana River County, Kenya.

1.3 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate factors influencing sustainability of donor funded development projects in Tana River County.

1.4 Objectives of the Study
The study was guided by the following objectives;

a) To establish the influence of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) practices on sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County.

b) To assess how level of funding influences sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County.

c) To establish the influence of stakeholders’ involvement on sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County.

1.5 Research Questions
The study sought to answer the following research questions;

a) To what extent do M & E practices influence the sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County?

b) How does level of funding influence the sustainability of donor funded water projects?

c) To what extent does stakeholders’ involvement influence the sustainability of donor funded water projects?
1.6 Significance of the Study

The findings of this study; would be used by development actors who include; the government, NGOs, Community and donor funding agencies in the whole project management cycle. The government would be able to identify and review current policies on project implementation in terms of monitoring and evaluation, involvement of stakeholders in order to enhance sustainable development of water projects. NGOs or water project and donor funding agencies that support the communities and government efforts would benefit from the study through the documented lessons learnt in order to adapt to the best practices. The community would benefit from the study through enhanced knowledge and information on their roles as they are the key stakeholders in implementation of any donor funded water project. The community water project management committee members would use the water projects as a tool to influence change in knowledge, attitude and practice in managing their water projects or structures. The study findings might become a reference tool and a guide to development actors like, donor funding agencies in implementation, monitoring and evaluation of strategic plans for water supply projects leading to adapting best practices contributing to sustainability.

1.7 Limitations of the Study

It was anticipated that; the study would only target the County Heads of department and NGOs operating in Tana River Sub-county due to limitation of time and financial resources. Thus, it was not possible to carry out a survey on the larger Tana River County. However, the assumption that this category of respondents would be available was not factual. Thus, the research resulted to use of email as a method of data collection as opposed to interviewing of this category of respondents. It was also assumed that
flooding which is a disaster prone to the area under study would not occur within the research period. In order to mitigate the occurrence of the flooding; the study was planned and started at Wenje division which is prone to flooding and end at Hola town, Tana River Sub-County, which has no history of flooding.

1.8 Delimitations of the Study

The study targeted key County stakeholders who included: departmental heads within the County government, NGOs and Water Project Committees (community) within the research period of two months as opposed to the proposed one month. The study was carried out in Tana River Sub-county, which is in Tana River County. Thus the study was only limited to Galole and Wenje divisions of Tana River Sub County. The Water Project Committees under study were the only ones in Wenje division within Tana River Sub County. Use of elaborate literature review, conducting face-face interview with the respondents to get fast hand information about factors that contribute to sustainability of the donor funded projects, use of the local community members as enumerators or translators, use of key informants, and follow up using telephone enhanced success to the data collection process. The study was concluded within a period of 2 months.

1.9 Basic Assumptions

The researcher assumed that the information gathered from the respondents provided reliable and accurate information and would yield information leading to meaningful conclusions. The researcher-consulted expert opinions on the data collection instrument; from the supervisor and other lecturers in the department and subjected the data into split halve method.
1.10 Definitions of Significant Terms

Community: is any group of people sharing common purpose, are interdependent for the fulfillment of certain needs, are in proximity and interact on regular basis

Project: is any endeavor in which human, material and financial resources are organized in a novel way, to undertake a unique scope of work, of given specification, with constraints of cost and time, so as to achieve beneficial change defined by quantitative and qualitative objectives

Development: is to lead long and healthy lives, to be knowledgeable, to have access to the resources needed for a decent standard of living and to be able to participate in the life of the community.

NGO: refers to the private organizations not established by government or by inter governmental agreement which are capable of playing a role in international affairs by virtue of their activities or as a private international organizations that serve as a mechanism for cooperation among private national groups in international affairs

Sustainability: is the organizational, technical and financial capacity of programs to continue beyond [the program funding] period

Sustainable Development: development is sustainable if it meets the developmental and environmental policy needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
1.11 **Organization of the Study**

The research report is organised into five chapters. This Chapter contains the background of study, the statement of the problem, purpose of study, objectives, research questions, significance, limitations, delimitations, assumptions, definition of terms and organization of the study and summary. Chapter two presents a review of literature and relevant research on the problem under study and the theoretical framework. Chapter three presents the research methodology involving study design, location of study, target population, sampling procedures and sample size, research instruments/tools and their validity and reliability, procedures used for data collection, methods of data analysis, ethical issues and operationalization of the study variables. Chapter four contains data analysis, interpretation presentation and discussions. It also includes personal information of the respondents, followed by findings arranged according to the objectives of the study. Chapter five contains the summary of the study, conclusions and recommendations of the study including the lessons learnt from the findings leading to suggestions of further investigations on the factors influencing sustainability of development of donor funded projects.
2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews a small number of publications addressing the issues of sustainability which include Monitoring and Evaluation, involvement of stakeholders and Level of funding in development. The chapter is divided into critical literature review and publications in Kenya and other parts of the world. The other part highlights the conceptual and operational framework that guides the study.

The role or work the NGOs do can be summarized in terms of three main sets of activities that they undertake, and these can be defined as three roles: implementers, catalysts and partners. The implementer role is concerned with the mobilization of resources to provide goods and services to people who need them. The catalyst role can therefore be defined as an NGO’s ability to inspire, facilitate or contribute to improved thinking and action to promote change. The role of partners reflects the growing trends of NGOs to work with government, donor and provide sector on joint activities such as providing specific inputs and capacity building (Lewis 2007). NGOs as implementers are involved in Monitoring and Evaluation of the on-going donor funded projects. NGO funding comes from mobilisation of resources from potential donors in their catalyst role.

Below is an examination of the influence of the factors under study.

2.2 Influence of Monitoring and Evaluation on Sustainability of DFWPs

Project monitoring is the continuous and periodic review and overseeing of the project to ensure that input deliveries, work schedules, target output and other required actions
proceed according to project plan (Mulwa, Kyalo et al, 2012). Evaluation attempts to determine as systematically and objectively as possible the worth or significance of an intervention, strategy or policy. Evaluation findings should be credible, and be able to influence decision-making by programme partners on the basis of lessons learned. For the evaluation process to be ‘objective’, it needs to achieve a balanced analysis, recognise bias and reconcile perspectives of different stakeholders (including intended beneficiaries) through the use of different sources and methods (Guijt I, Hilhorst T, 2006). According to Guijtand Hilhorst (2006), Monitoring and Evaluation is assessing actual change against stated objectives, and making a judgement whether development efforts and investments were worthwhile or ‘cost-effective’

Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation (PM&E) refers to “a process where primary stakeholders – those who are affected by the intervention being examined – are active participants, take the lead in tracking and making sense of progress towards achievement of self-selected or jointly agreed results at the local level, and drawing actionable conclusions(Guijt I, Hilhorst T, 2006).

The effectiveness and sustainability of Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation requires that it be embedded in a strong commitment towards corrective action by communities, project management and other stakeholders in a position to act. Monitoring and Evaluation, is particularly important to sustainability since it allows an on-going review of project effectiveness (Hodgkin, 1994). Hodgkin (1994) gives examples of indicators to be monitored would be verifying that communities are maintaining an adequate Operation and Maintenance fund or a continued supply of spare parts to project area.
Such indicators must be established early in the project and used in monitoring activities to assure that actions are carried out when needed. Monitoring and Evaluation should involve beneficiaries, giving them the opportunity to decide on the criteria of success. Evaluations should be used as a management tool to identify any deficiencies and to establish a course of action to remedy problems which results to sustainability.

According to UNDP (1997a) “Monitoring enables management to identify and assess potential problems and success of a program or project. It provides the basis of corrective actions, both substantive and operation to improve the program or project design, manner of implementation and quality of results (Karanja G, 2013). In addition it enables the reinforcement of initial positive results.” It is a major aspect that cannot be overlooked because it determines the sustainability of any venture or project. According to Standish Group Project Chaos Report (2005), one of the reasons for project failure is lack of project monitoring and control. The success and sustainability of any project or program largely depend on constant feedbacks about project on going activities (Mark, Henry, & Julnes, 2000).

A study done on influence of management practices on sustainability of youth income generating projects in Kangema District, Murang’a County, Kenya findings revealed that majority of the youth projects in Kangema were only evaluated twice a year and 23% had not been evaluated at all. Monitoring and evaluation is important in the sustainability of a project and therefore the frequency of monitoring and evaluation should be enhanced in all the project stages (Gitonga, 2013). This was also supported by views of (Patton, 1997) who argued that, monitoring forms an integral part of all successful projects and without
access to accurate and timely information, it is difficult if not impossible to manage an activity, project or program effectively. In the same study the findings indicate that Monitoring and while a small proportion of the groups evaluated by expertise in M&E (Gitonga, 2013).

A study done by Kenya Rain Water harvesting, Wanyonyi (1998) on possibilities and challenges of rainwater harvesting in both and urban areas of Kenya points out technical issues as one of elements affecting sustainability. According to (Wanyonyi, 1998) no matter how well designed a rainwater harvesting system, if it is not technically efficient, it will not deliver or perform the anticipated functions. This is the reason why many projects, especially in the areas, are not sustainable or cannot be replicable due to inadequate technical interventions. The absence of such technical instructions (during follow up and monitoring) at project level implies inadequate technological transfer and poor project management resulting in a high failure rate.

The same reports mentions that assessment of the infrastructure shows that the communities were not fully involved in the planning and technology selection. The method of fixing gutters, taps, tank construction valves and operation and maintenance guidelines are not fully understood nor issued to the community on the commissioning of the project (Wanyonyi, 1998).

Stakeholders analysis which is a common tool to enable development facilitators to evaluate how well they intend to respond to different interests of key stakeholders in Monitoring and Evaluation, stakeholders analysis is usually used to identify different types and forms of monitoring and evaluation information demanded by different stakeholders who place
varying degree to different types of information in relation to their needs and interests (Gitonga, 2012).

2.3 Influence of Stakeholders Involvement on Sustainability of DFWPs

Stakeholders are persons or groups who are directly or indirectly affected by a project, as well as those who may have interests in a project and/or the ability to influence its outcome, either positively or negatively. Stakeholders may include locally affected communities or individuals and their formal and informal representatives, national or local government authorities, politicians, religious leaders, civil society organizations and groups with special interests (Stakeholder Engagement: A Good Practice Handbook for Companies Doing Business in Emerging Markets, 2007). This research only investigated involvement of two key stakeholders who include; community, and government line ministries.

2.3.1 Involvement of Community as stakeholders and Sustainability of DFWPs

Participation of the community in development influences the success of development projects; when members of the community are involved, at the initial stages to up to a point when they are left to manage the project; identification and conceptualization (Gitonga 2012). Community participation in monitoring and evaluation is defined as the collective examination and assessment of the program or project by the stakeholders and beneficiaries.

It takes into account the importance of taking local people’s perspective into account and giving them a greater say in planning and managing the evaluation process. Local people, community organizations and other stakeholders decide together how to measure results
and what actions should follow once this information has been collected and analysed (Gitonga 2012).

The efficient and sustainable management of water resources has been the key to sustainability of supply of safe drinking water in the required quantity and quality in the developed world (SEI, 2005). It is estimated that 35% of all rural water supplies in sub-Saharan Africa are not functioning (Baumann, 2005). The widespread failures in water supplies have been attributed to a number a flaws in the water projects such as; undesired intervention by the community, the capital and/or recurrent costs being too high for the community, lack of ownership results in neglect of maintenance and repairs, the promised benefits don’t materialize, education programmes are too short and trained members of the community move away or lose interest (Carter, Tyrrel and Howsam, 1999).

Other factors such as the on-going use of traditional sources of water, poor systems of cost recovery and the distaste for water from the improved source also contribute to undermining sustainability (Parry-Jones et al, 2001). Practical responses to the challenge of sustainability are being tested and used by development practitioners’ world over. Due to the widespread trend in developing countries of the devolution of responsibility for water schemes from governments to Water Project Committees, many of the interventions aimed at improving sustainability are taking place at the Water Point Executive Committees level (Parry-Jones et al, 2001).

Appropriate technologies that are low cost, easy to maintain, simple to use and readily available are some responses to the challenge of sustainability. Appropriate technologies are integral to the concept of Water Point Executive Committees Level Operation and
Maintenance (VLOM) which emerged in the 1981 – 1990 Water Decade (Reynolds, 1992). Many of its basic principles are still guiding the water sector today, though a tension persists between the ease of maintaining a system and its durability (Reynolds, 1992). The VLOM conceptualization of the community as an island also neglects to recognize the role of external support agencies, such as the government, in achieving sustainability (Wurzel, 2001).

It is common practice for Water Point Executive Committees water schemes to be managed by a Water Point Executive Committees committee of some sort; the creation of which is intended to enable communities to have a major role in the project, to have a sense of ownership over the scheme and to ensure its ongoing operation and maintenance (Harvey & Reed, 2006). It has been suggested that ‘beneficiary participation is the single most important factor contributing to project effectiveness’ (Narayan, 1994). Without participation, it has been claimed that systems are unlikely to be sustainable even if spare parts and repair technicians are available (Harvey and Reed, 2006).

Participation can take different forms, including the initial expression of the demand for water, the selection of technology and its sitting, the provision of labour and local materials, a cash contribution to the project costs, the selection of the management type and even the water tariff (Harvey and Reed, 2006). It is thus the process through which demand-responsiveness is exercised, and empowerment achieved. Participation is viewed as a tool for improving the efficiency of a project, assuming that where people are involved they are more likely to accept the new project and partake in its ongoing
operation (Harvey and Reed, 2006). It is also seen as a fundamental right; that beneficiaries should have a say about interventions that affect their lives (FAO, 2005).

Kumar (2002) asserts that community participation is a key instrument in creating self reliant and empowered communities, stimulating Water Project Committees-level mechanisms for collective action and decision-making. It is also believed to be instrumental in addressing marginalization and inequity, through elucidating the desires, priorities and perspectives of different groups within a project area.

Participatory methods now dominate in the implementation of development interventions at the Water Point Executive Committees level, the most common method being Participatory Rural Appraisal. Participation is also aimed at increasing the sense of ownership over the water supply within community members. A history of top-down service delivery by governments and NGOs frequently leaves a legacy of dependency in the Water Project Committees on external assistance. Consequently, in the event of a failure in the water supply the Water Project Committees do not make any attempt at repairs as it is not perceived to be their responsibility (Kumar, 2002).

A study by Nyaguthii and Oyugi (2013) on influence of community participation on successful implementation of Constituency Development Fund (water) projects in Kenya: case study of Mwea constituency findings indicates there is low community members’ participation in identification, implementation, evaluation and monitoring of Constituency Development Fund (water) projects, and there is need to improve on the same.
The recommendations made out of this study is that community members whether influential or not be involved in identification of the WATER projects (Nyaguthii and Oyugi 2013). According to Natural Resource Management Programme (NRMP) 2010-2014, the arid and semi-arid lands of Kenya are home to 10 million Kenyans, 70% of whom live below the poverty line (on 1.25 US Dollars per day/person). The ASAL areas are subject to frequent droughts, which have been intensified by climate change.

The NRMP consequently provides support to development of these areas in close partnership with the Ministry of State for Northern Kenya (Current National Drought Management Authority) and other arid lands development partners and donor agents like NGOs and other international humanitarian organizations (NRMP- 2010-2014).

In reference to National Population Leaders conference held in November 15th to 17th, 2010, some of the emerging issues were that the communities were aware of the steps and effort done by the government and other stakeholders. Some of the emerging issues were persistent scarcity to water. According to Tana River Development Plan (2008-2012), and also current County Integrated Development Plan (CIDP, 2013-2017), water scarcity remains an issue of concern. How does the involvement of the communities in identification of their needs and solutions to their problems influence sustainability?

Vision 2030 First Medium Plan 2008-2012 reports that involvement of local communities in the management of water resources through formation of Water Point Executive Committees (WRUAs) has resulted in rehabilitation of catchment areas and water sources in Kenya. Rehabilitation of water sources continues to be an objective and recommendation in the monthly National Drought Management Authority bulletin, for
Tana River County. This put a question or concern into level of involvement of target communities in need identification and prioritization; project designing, management and organization, operation and maintenance, monitoring and evaluation of water supply structures as part of community sustainability mechanism. (Vision 2030)

A study done to North Eastern Region Community Resource Management Project for Upland Areas, (NERCORMP) funded by The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) in 1999 in India also focused on sustainability. The project sought to improve the livelihood of vulnerable groups in a sustainable manner through improved management of their natural resource base that would restore and protect the environment.

To achieve their goal, IFAD and its government, NGOs and community partners created community-based organizations and engaged them in income generating activities, supported the development of transportation, market and health/sanitation infrastructure, and promoted environmental protection. This gives some highlights on subject to focus under sustainable development through diversification of income bases. (IFAD-India. 2007)

“IFAD included NERCORMP in a set of case studies on project sustainability being developed throughout the Asia and Pacific Division. This case study served to identify the enabling factors that contributed to the sustainability of NERCORMP or, in case of negative findings, the constraints that the project had faced in achieving sustainability. The study involved; Collection and documentation of findings and suggestions of the various projects’ stakeholders on what sustainability means for them; Understanding
how project designs, planning, monitoring and evaluation (M&E) systems, supervisions and overall implementation relates to the issue of sustainability; and documentation and sharing of lessons learned on the specific approaches which enhance sustainability.

The findings of the study were that NERCORMP employed many appropriate strategies which enhanced sustainability; all steps of project management cycle were followed by involving communities in need identification and prioritization to the project evaluation. Secondly, a participatory community approach was applied in which communities cost shared in resources of project implementation which included local contributions of labour, materials, and sometimes cash. The communities had a feeling of sense of ownership since they contributed. Thirdly, Community Managed Disaster Risk Reduction and Resilience approach was applied with an aim of making people develop their own community action plans to deal with their own problems in a continuous and sustainable manner.

Resilience building also enhances communities’ capacities to deal with shocks and disaster since they are prepared in prevention and mitigation measures. Additionally, by successfully integrating government stakeholders into the District Societies (Essentially project field offices), NERCORMP helped establish local ownership of the project and significantly increased awareness among government stakeholders. Finally, Project managers and IFAD supervisors were flexible in their approach, allowing design modifications and an extension period in an attempt to assure sustainability (IFAD, 2007). For community members, it was particularly important that the new enterprises would remain viable and grow, and that the opportunities provided to them by the project
would continue to be available. Project staff and partners shared these views and also noted the importance of empowerment of beneficiaries, particularly women, to future sustainability…” Despite some gaps, there was high level of sustainability (IFAD, 2007).

IFAD Strategic Framework 2007-2010 (IFAD, 2007) explain the concept of sustainability being contributed to or distracted by a number of factors which include political, social, ownership of projects by target groups, institutional, economic and financial elements, technical soundness, and environmental factors. The purpose of this study is to investigate how Monitoring and Evaluation influences sustainability of development of donor funded projects in Tana River County, assessing the influence of NGOs funding on projects and establishing the involvement of stakeholders on sustainability of donor funded projects.

In order to understand the factors influencing project sustainability, there is a need to monitor the important aspects of project financial sustainability which include; stability and growth rate of the organization. This can be achieved through monitoring of net income: the surplus of revenue over expenses, and liquidity; which is the ability to meet the cash requirements of pay bills, and relationship between assets and debts. Secondly, there is need for the stakeholders appropriately recognising and sharing of benefits. Organizations have many stakeholders including community leaders.

No organization can be sustainable without analysing and understanding stakeholders they are involved with, their needs, expectations, priorities, and responding to the needs. The other important aspect is that sustainability efforts remains in harmony with stakeholders interests. Organizations must recognise that needs of their stakeholders are
subject to change and the change needs to be adopted so is the priorities, and interest. Finally, communication is a very important factor to the process of achieving sustainability. Sustainability revolves around good communication and feedback, and responding to the felt needs of the target community (Gitonga, 2011). Donor-led and top-down projects generally fail to bring sustainable benefits because they do not lead to stakeholder ownership and commitment (Promoting Practical Sustainability September 2000, The Australian Government’s Overseas Aid).

Some of the development process factors affecting sustainability include project designs and planning set the stage for all future activities. Designing with sustainability in mind is dearly an important factor. Designs should be produced with as much input from involved organizations as possible. This includes everyone who is expected to play a role in project implementation and operations. Input from beneficiaries and users is especially important but, unfortunately, is too often minimised because of the time and effort involved (Gitonga, 2012).

The commitment of resources, particularly financial resources, by beneficiary communities is seen as an important indicator of the expected value of the project to these communities. Cost recovery contributes and even establishment of Income Generating Activities like sale of water or horticultural establishment can contribute to sustainability not only through increasing resources available for sustaining and expanding benefits, but also by establishing relationships of accountability for resource use (Hodgkin, 1994).
2.3.2 Involvement of Line Ministries as stakeholders and Sustainability of DFWPs

These are government officials who are the people who can devise, pass, and enforce laws and regulations that may either fulfill the goals of your effort or directly cancel them out. An evaluation done in Tana River by a Consultant Dirk Zerhusen, contracted by Welthungerhilfe, an International Non-governmental Organization operating in Tana River had mentioned some lesson learnt in the evaluation report. The evaluated project objective was to address the immediate need for essential hygiene kits in Dadaab and the supply of water in Tana River, Marsabit, Makueni, and Kitui Counties.

The German Agency for International Cooperation or (GIZ) which is an international enterprise owned by the German Federal Government, operating in many fields in international cooperation for sustainable development. The project was a component of Drought Response in the Health Sector in Kenya, resulting from drought in the horn of Africa in 2010/11. The report recommends that the links between the community and the relevant line ministries and institutions are prerequisite for an effective and sustainable development in the target region. This is to ensure continuity through linkage to local service providers.

Some of the water projects are implemented within a very short period and funding of emergency nature for instance, the project aforementioned was only for 9 (nine) months. After the implementation of the project, it is normally expected that the community will sustain it. Therefore, it was recommended that linking the beneficiaries to the relevant line ministries and other stakeholders is necessary for sustainable development. Zerhusen also recommended that, there should be active involvement of local stakeholders
(government line ministries, community elders, chiefs, religious leaders) which facilitates access to the project area and eases familiarization with the target beneficiaries throughout the project management cycle. (Zerhusen, 2012)

2.4 Influence of Level of funding on Sustainability of DFWPs

Donor policies can be important because they influence how contracts are prepared, the duration of funding, and what is funded (Promoting Practical Sustainability September 2000, The Australian Government’s Overseas Aid Program). The role of stakeholders is a critical role in promotion of sustainability. Sustainability cannot be achieved without their involvement and support. Stakeholders, who should actively participate to influence the direction and detail of design and implementation. Allocating adequate time and resources for participatory analysis and responding to demand-led approaches are important ways to improve participation.

An evaluation of Welthungerhilfe, an International NGO operating in Tana River County, Projects funded by GiZ and USAID recommendations (Dirk Zerhusen, 2012), indicate that; short-term projects cannot ensure sustainable capacity building of important organisational structures within target groups. The integration of poverty reduction measures (capacity building, improvement of water availability) into the emergency program has convinced and motivated the beneficiaries to participate actively in the programme execution and has engaged people in self-development efforts, which in turn raises ownership.

Change agents also need to have a deep understanding of the social cultural dynamics is important for integrating consideration and awareness into the planning and design of
projects, to avoid conflicts, and to ensure effective implementation among communities. Zerhusen also recommends that programmes should be aware of adverse external factors (such as climatic conditions) and take into account unfavourable periods for starting and financing activities, especially in construction sectors like construction work of earth dams which comprise components that depend entirely on the climatic season. In order to maximize the implementation effectiveness and efficiency of project and programs, the GIZ (funding agency) should deliberate the harmonization and alignment of rules and procedures of monitoring and reporting.

ACF Water, Sanitation and Hygiene Policy defines sustainability as the continuation or maintenance of structures or initiatives created, or benefits of inputs distributed, beyond the lifetime of the project and is key to whether a project will achieve a wider and longer-term impact. Availability of donors or funding sources has been identified as one of the external factors that influence sustainability (Hodgkin, 1994).

Other external factors influencing sustainability of projects include; Legislation, policies & political Support, Efficiency of intermediate level actors – Government, NGOs, private sector and Availability of spares and materials such as Water, Sanitation and Hygiene Policy (ACF-IN) resources especially raising and maintaining adequate funds for water supply facilities and activities are of importance to sustainability. Insufficient financing is a major factor in poor maintenance which, in turn, is often cited as a reason for project failure (Hodgkin, 1994).

Project benefits will not be produced without adequate resources; financial, human, natural, and technical to sustain them. Since development projects typically provide
financial, and often human and technical resources, benefits cannot continue post project unless resources have been transferred to or can be acquired by the appropriate host country organizations. Natural resources are finite and must be used responsibly to ensure their continued availability for the development of future generations (Oregon, 2005)

The other factor influencing development process is the resources of financing process, which includes raising and maintaining adequate funds for water supply structures which is a critical importance to sustainability. Insufficient financing is a major factor in poor maintenance which, in turn, is often cited as a reason for project failure. The commitment of resources, particularly financial resources, by beneficiary communities is seen as an important indicator of the expected value of the project to these communities. When communities recover from costs or stabilise in raising funds for maintenance, this contributes to sustainability not only through increasing resources available for sustaining and expanding benefits. This is also coupled by responsibility and accountability (Hodgkin, 1994).

Priority interventions, sometimes dependent on physical characteristics within the project area, such as length of pipeline or depth of drilling needed to reach potable water sources. These choices, in turn, determine capital requirements and recurrent financing needs. Capital costs are equipment, labour, and material costs associated with initial project activities, including any and all construction activity. (Hodgkin, 1994). Recurrent costs are those associated with operation, maintenance, repair, and replacement of system components, and any on-going health education or community extension activities related to the project. Where income levels are sufficiently high and/or continued subsidies are
not assured, these costs are largely dependent on technology choice, but project location, labor costs, and administrative costs also have an impact. Complete life cycle accounting methods should be used to ascertain the total costs involved. Such an approach will provide a solid understanding of the financial burden associated with technological choices and avoid surprises later in the operating life of the system (Hodgkin, 1994).

It is important that the beneficiary community have the capacity to generate the resources necessary to support the water supply interventions. 'In-kind' contributions can be valuable additions to a project, but cash is required for many items including equipment and fuel. Beneficiary contribution to capital costs, either labor or money, may be a significant indicator of system sustainability. Contributions are likely to indicate a sincere desire for the benefits which accrue from water supply and sanitation interventions. However, a willingness to contribute to capital expenditures, in cash or in-kind, does not of itself ensure sustainability (Hodgkin, 1994).

In Tana River, according to National Water, Environment and Sanitation Coordination forum, which is a coordination body for Water, Sanitation and Environment Interventions Actors (November 2013, Minutes); Tana River had over ten (10) active actors in the period 2008 to 2013. The problems on water supply continue to emerge with many actors concentrating their efforts on rehabilitation of water structures. The question remains why a lot of level of funding is channelled towards rehabilitation of water structures despite the fact that, communities’ ought to sustain their projects after completion and handing over? (National Population Conference, Managing Population to achieve vision 2030: Final Report. KICC, 15-17th November, Nairobi Kenya).
2.5 Theoretical Framework

The relationship between external (Donors & Government) funding and internal (Water project Committee Management) contribution is the subject of investigation. This study applied a Community-of-Practice (CoP) approach towards understanding donor funded rural water sustainability. In combining CoP with Sen (1999) Capabilities Approach (CA) and Roy (1993) Power Relations Theory, Sen (1999) generated a dichotomy between the project development or goals and the project implementation or practices and whether they are locally or externally driven as shown in Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Project Scenarios Derived from CoP-CA Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Implementation (Practiced)</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>External</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>Apprenticeship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development as <strong>facilitative and freedom</strong></td>
<td><strong>Development as planned and guided</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Assistentialism</td>
<td>Determinism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Development as consultative</strong></td>
<td><strong>Development as dependence</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Sen, (1999)

Through this dichotomy, Sen (1999) developed four project scenarios: Empowerment (local goals and practices), Apprenticeship (local practices and external goals), Assistencialism (external practices and local goals), and Determinism (external goals and practices). Empowerment and Apprenticeship are small-scale projects run at the village level (Sen, 1999). Determinism and Assistencialism tend to be large-scale projects that run at the national level. In terms of the sustainability indicators, Determinism and Empowerment are the most environmentally sustainable. Assistencialism is the most economically sustainable, and Empowerment is the most engineering sustainable.
2.6 Conceptual Framework

In this study, the researcher conceptualized the factors influencing sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County, Kenya as shown in Figure 1.

[Diagram showing the conceptual framework with independent variables, intervening variable, and dependent variable relationships]

Source: Researcher, 2014

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

As shown in Figure 1 the researcher had conceptualized: The independent variables as the influence of monitoring and evaluation practices, level of funding as in the donor agency interaction and training programmes and stakeholders’ involvement in project identification, conceptualization and project monitoring and evaluation on sustainability
of donor funded water projects in Tana River County, which will be the dependent variable of the study. Others factors are classified as environmental, demographic, socio-cultural, political, economic, and technological. In the context of the study, I considered environmental factors. The intervening variable is environmental factors and the moderating variable is the constitution of the WPECs in Wenje donor funded water projects in Tana River County.

Technical repair and maintenance services as indicated by presence of health workers and Trained water extension officers from the line ministries departments to enhance water supply reliability. Otherwise, there will be low sustainability as failures are due to insufficient operational attention and maintenance (Harvey & Reed, 2004).

Community participation as indicated by Water Point Executive Committees to enhance water supply reliability through, project’s subscription and record keeping. If the community is freely and willingly involved water projects provide long-term benefits to the members which increase sustainability. However, ineffective water supply is due to poor community management after the donor agency has left (Tezzed, 2002). Level of funding would help in capacity building of local beneficiaries’ WPECs ownership of Donor Funded Water Projects should not be the end in itself, but the prerequisite for simple, service-oriented and financially sustainable systems (Reynolds, 1992).
CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the methodology that was used in this study. The first section describes the research design, target population, sample size and sampling procedure, data collection instruments, validity, reliability and data analysis.

3.2 Research Design

A research design is the plan and structure of investigation so conceived as to obtain answers to research question (Munyoki and Mulwa 2012). The researcher in this study applied descriptive/survey research methods involving quantitative research approach and design. Descriptive survey design is concerned with the what, where, when or how much of a phenomena. The researcher was fairly knowledgeable about the key aspects of a phenomenon but had little knowledge if any regarding their characteristic nature or details (Munyoki and Mulwa, 2012). This research design enabled the researcher to generate knowledge that may be used to describe or develop a profile of what is being studied.

The researcher applied quantitative design which makes use of survey questionnaires and interviews to gather data that is analysed and tabulated in numbers, which allows the data to be characterised by the use of statistical analysis (Hittleman, 1997). Quantitative research is applied when the research incorporates the statistical (how many?) elements designed to quantify the extent to which a target group is aware of, thinks, and believes (Kombo, 2013). Quantitative data were analyzed using frequency distribution tables.
preceded by explanations of the findings. Frequencies of responses were used to explain meaning of phenomenon from numerical data collected.

3.3 Target Population

Population refers to an entire group of individuals, events or objects having a common observable characteristic (Mugenda and Mugenda 2003). This study targeted all the 10 Wenje Donor Funded Water Projects in Tana River County. There were ten 10 funding agency representatives and ten (10) line ministries technical persons and thirty (30) Water Project Committee (WPEC) members who included: Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer in each committee among the Wenje water donor funded projects in Tana River County.

3.4 Sample Size and Sampling Procedures

This section explains the sample size and the sampling procedure applied during the study.

3.4.1 Sample Size

The sample size was fifty (50) respondents comprising of ten (10) funding agents’ officials and ten (10) line ministries water technical personnel and thirty (30) Water Project Committee (WPC) members as shown in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1: Categories of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor Financiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Ministries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPC members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size (n)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

32
This sample was adequate because the study was a case study of Wenje Water Projects in Tana River County. Table 3.1 indicates categories of respondents interviewed.

3.4.2 Sampling Procedures
Census sampling was used to select all the ten (10) donor funded water projects among Wenje water projects in Tana River County. Purposive sampling technique was used to select 10 funding agency representatives and ten (10) line ministries technical persons from each of the ten (10) donor funded water projects among Wenje water projects in Tana River County.

Purposive sampling method was also used to select three (3) WPEC members from each of the 10 selected water projects which included the: Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer to the Water Project Committee in Wenje Donor Funded Water Projects in Tana River County.

3.5 Data Collection Instruments
The main data collection techniques used in this research study include; oral literature reviews, interviews using questionnaires, interview guide and visual observations during data collection in Tana River Sub County, Tana River County. The observation method assisted in for instance; to confirm if the particular water structure or Income Generating Activity answered by the interviewee/respondent was physically evident or functional.
3.5.1 Questionnaires for Water Point Committee Executive Members

A questionnaire was used to gather information from water project committee members’ respondents who were the local people (Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer) mandated with the task of the management of the Ten (10) Wenje Donor Funded Water Projects after the end of the projects’ implementation period. The questionnaire comprised of four (4) sections which include background information of the respondent, Influence of Monitoring and Evaluation, Involvement of Stakeholders, Level of funding and Sustainability Indicators.

Each question in the questionnaire was developed to address one of the three research questions. Structured or closed ended questions were developed. There were five (5) different questions with sub-sectional items which were in two different formats the closed ended likert rating scaled items as found in questions 2, 3 and 4 which were also accompanied by possible alternative rating scale from (1,2,3,4,5) under a rating scale of 1-strongly agree, 2-agree, 3-undecided/neutral 4-disagree and 5-strongly disagree.

Questionnaires are commonly used to obtain important information about a large sparsely distributed sample or population because they can be emailed to the respondents and the respondents email them back to the researcher. Therefore, the questionnaires are cost effective, time saving and upholds individual opinions with minimal interference from the researcher (Mugenda and Mugenda 2003).

A questionnaire can be emailed to the respondents. This is because of the low cost involved, free from biases of the interviewer, respondents have well thought answers and
the fact that respondents who are not readily available can be reached through emails. Further, a covering letter was attached and in case of any clarification, the sender responded (Kothari, 2004).

3.5.2 Interview Guide for Line Ministries and NGO/Donor Representatives

This method involves collecting information through personal interviews in a structured way. An interview guide with predetermined questions was used (Kothari 2004). An interview guide was used for the line ministries government officials and the donors representatives. The interview guide comprised of four (4) sections, which included: Influence of Monitoring and Evaluation, Involvement of Stakeholders, Level of funding and Sustainability Indicators.

The total number of questions in the interview guide were five (5) which were in two different formats the closed ended likert rating scaled items as found in questions 2, 3 and 4 which were also accompanied by possible alternative rating scale from (1,2,3,4,5) under a rating scale of 1-strongly agree, 2-agree, 3-undecided/neutral 4-disagree and 5-strongly disagree in which the respondents were guided by the interviewer through the scaled ratings for them to select the best suited for their situation.

3.6 Validity and Reliability of the Instrument

This section describes the validity and reliability of the research instruments.

3.6.1 Validity

Validity is the accuracy and meaningfulness of inferences, which are based on the research results (Mugenda and Mugenda 2003). Validity is also the degree to which
results obtained from the analysis of the data actually represent the phenomenon under study. The validity of the research instrument was established through consultation with research supervisor. The content of the questionnaire was examined to enhance validity. After selecting the appropriate group for the subject, the questionnaire was administered, to ascertain if the data collected is true reflection of the variables under study and if the data was accurate and meaningful.

3.6.2 Reliability

Reliability is a measure of degree to which a research instrument yields consistent results after several trials. In order to enhance reliability of the data to be collected, consultation with line supervisor was done. Split half method was used to pretest the reliability of the questionnaire items. Pilot study participants were 2 WPC members, 2 line ministry technical officials and 2 donor funding agency representatives randomly selected from the neighbouring Sub County to Wenje in Tana River County.

Since participants in the pilot study should be excluded from the actual study sample. In this study census sampling was used to include all stakeholders as participants in the sample within Wenje Donor Funded Water Projects in Tana River County. The 50 questionnaires items were divided into two halves 25-25 odd/even numbers. The scores from the 2 splits were correlated using Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient

$$r = \frac{n \sum xy - \sum x \sum y}{\sqrt{(n \sum x^2 - (\sum x)^2)(n \sum y^2 - (\sum y)^2)}}$$

The correlation coefficient was 0.80 which implies that there was high pretest reliability of the questionnaire items. This concurred with Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) who
support the fact that if the calculated correlation coefficient is above 0.79 it implies that there is high pretest reliability of the questionnaire items.

### 3.7 Data Collection Procedures

The researcher obtained a permit from the Headquarters National Council for Sciences and Technology, Nairobi in order to be allowed to collect data. A copy of the permit was submitted to the ministry of education and water department in Tana River County. The researcher pre-visited the Wenje water projects to establish rapport before the actual data collection date. This made her familiar with the respondents.

Before engaging the respondent, informal consent from the respondents was obtained and after explaining the purpose and objective of the visit confidentiality was assured to all respondents. Where difficulties in answering the interview questions were established, probing was done. The interviewees were both technical persons from the line ministries and funding agent’s representative. The questionnaires were personally administered by the researcher as well as interviewing the WPECs in person.

### 3.8 Data Analysis

The descriptive statistics was used to analyse the data collected where relative frequencies or distribution of scores as well as mean scores were determined in the analysis. Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics like frequency distributions; percentages and averages (mean = \( \Sigma fx/\Sigma f \) values). Statistical tally system was used to generate frequency counts from the responses so as to prepare frequency distributions. Percentages of the 5-point rating likert scale response out of the total study sample
response per item were calculated. Averages or (mean values) were also calculated in respective items. The mean values were calculated using the formula $\frac{\Sigma fx}{\Sigma f}$ where $\Sigma fx$ is the sum of product of $f=$ frequency of responses and $x =$ the likert scale range of values from (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) and $\Sigma f$ is the sum of f = frequency of respondents who had attested to a particular rating scale among the range of (1-5) in their responses. As a measure of central tendency,$(\text{mean} = \frac{\Sigma fx}{\Sigma f})$ was used to decide the concentration side of responses within the 5-point likert rating scale range of (1-2-3-4-5).

In this study three categories of responses’ concentrations by range were used as {((mean= $\frac{\Sigma fx}{\Sigma f}$= 1-2.4999) for agreement; (mean = $\frac{\Sigma fx}{\Sigma f}$= 2.5-3.4999) for undecided/neutral; and (mean = $\frac{\Sigma fx}{\Sigma f}$ = 3.5-5) for disagreement)} so as to support the calculated percentages in depicting the general trend of the study findings. Standard deviations (Std dev)were also calculated to show variability or consistency among respondents in responding to an item. The $\text{Std dev}= (\frac{\Sigma f(x-3)^2}{\Sigma f})$ where 3 was used as the assumed mean. The results were presented in frequency distribution tables with explanations.

3.9 Ethical Issues

It was important to consider the ethical implications of study work. Many findings may be of a personal or potentially confidential nature, and as such, there was a responsibility to adhere to certain guidelines. Confidentiality and privacy of information collected was communicated to the respondents before the start of the interviewing process. The questionnaires did not indicate the identity of interviewees, because the disclosure of confidential information might have stigmatised the respondent.
The other ethical issue considered was the physical and psychological harm ethics. Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) note that physiological harm occurs when embarrassing questions are asked, expressing shock or disgust while using threatening statements or compelling people to do something they don’t believe in. This was achieved through designing the questionnaires in a user friendly manner that there was no physical or psychological harm. Any physical or physiological harm was established during pre-testing and corrections done to the questionnaire. Interviewers were trained and sensitised on need to avoid physical and psychological harm to the respondents and even to oneself. To ensure informed consent; the questionnaires were only administered to respondents who had consented and were willing to participate in the interviews. The purpose of the study was explained to the interviewees. The interviewers ensured that permission was sought as per the cultural values and practices of the target population.

3.10 Operational Definitions of the Study Variables

A variable is any characteristic, trend or nature that assumes different values among the subject. The independent variables as the influence of monitoring and evaluation practices, level of funding and stakeholders’ involvement on sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County, which was the dependent variable of the study. Other variables were the intervening variable; the environmental factors and the moderating variable; the constitution of the WPECs whose influence on donor funded water projects was insignificant in this study. Table 3.2 shows operationalization of the study variables.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Measurement tools/Level of Scale</th>
<th>Type of tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To establish the influence of (M&amp;E) on sustainability of development of donor funded water projects in Tana River County.</td>
<td>Influence of Monitoring &amp;Evaluation</td>
<td>Sustainability of donor projects</td>
<td>Number of participatory M&amp;E carried out, Feedback sessions</td>
<td>- Nominal Ordinal Interval</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics - Frequency distribution tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To assess the influence of level of funding on sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County.</td>
<td>Influence of donor funding</td>
<td>Sustainability of donor projects</td>
<td>No of operational water supply structures end, If O &amp; M Funds Diversify activities Continued supply of spare parts for repairs</td>
<td>- Interval Nominal Interval</td>
<td>Measures of central tendency - Mean Frequency distribution tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To assess how involvement of stakeholders influence sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County.</td>
<td>Influence of stakeholders’ involvement</td>
<td>Sustainability of donor projects</td>
<td>Participatory M&amp;E Involved in project identification and conceptualization</td>
<td>- Nominal Interval</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics - Frequency distribution tables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION

4.1 Introduction
This chapter consists of the data analysis, presentation, interpretation and discussion. The chapter is organized according to the objectives of the study. The analyzed data is presented using frequency distribution tables preceded by interpretation and explanations of findings on management and sustainability of Donor Funded Water Projects (DFWPs) among Wenje Water Projects in Tana River County.

4.1.1 Questionnaire Returns Rate
This section consists of the questionnaire and interview response rates. The questionnaire returns and interview responses were received from the entire sample of 50 respondents where there were 30 Water Project Committee members and 20 line ministries and funding agents’ officials at the Wenje Donor Funded Water Project in Tana River County. This was 100 per cent participation rate. This sample was adequate because the study was a case study of Wenje Water Projects in Tana River County.

4.1.2 Socio-demographic Characteristics of Study Participants
In question one the respondents were asked to indicate their gender from either the Male or Female choice given on the questionnaire. The responses showed that majority (76.7%) were female against 23.3% of male representation among the 30 selected Water Point Executive Committees members from Wenje Donor Funded Water Projects in Tana River County. Female’s domination among the Water Point Executive Committees
members over and above men’s representation in the Wenje Donor Funded Water Projects shows that more women than men are the ones concerned with supply of water in their families.

Since from the reviewed literature there was no past research evidence that had linked gender of the participants with any influence on sustainability of donor funded water projects. Therefore, although women were the majority among the sampled Water Project Committees members; gender was an insignificant variable in as far as the influence of sustainability of donor funded water projects was concerned in this study. In question two Water Point Executive Committee members selected were asked to indicate their highest level of education that they had attained. The guidelines on the levels of education in the question were given as follows: No schooling; primary; secondary; certificate; diploma and degree and/or above. The findings were tabulated as shown in Table 4.1.

**Table 4.1: Distribution of Respondents by Highest Level of Education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Education</th>
<th>Frequency (f)</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Schooling</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree And Above</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Table 4.1, the study findings revealed that majority 70.0 percent of the Water Point Executive Committees members had not attended any level of education so they had no schooling at all. There were only 23.3% of these respondents who had attained primary and secondary school education where only 13.3% had attained primary school education and 10.0% had attained secondary school education. There were no respondents among the Water Point Executive Committees members selected who had attained diploma or university degree education levels.

The number of years in formal education for the Water Resource Users ranged from null = 0 for no schooling, 8 for primary level of education, 12 for secondary level of education, 15 for diploma level of education and 16 for those who had attained degree level of education.

Therefore the average number of years of schooling among the Water Point Executive Committees members selected was equal to: (none =21 × 0) + (primary education=4 × 8) + (secondary education = 3 × 12) + (diploma level = 2 × 15)/30 = 98/30 = 3.27 years. Therefore, on average the results showed that the Water Point Committee members had only 3.27 years of formal schooling. Thus most of these respondents had attained only attained 3.27 years of primary school education.

The low level of education attained by these respondents was likely to have had a negative influence on the sustainability of donor funded water projects due to inadequacy of management skills among the group members after the donors leave. However, there was no past research evidence that had linked the participants mean number of years in
formal education with sustainability of donor funded water projects. Formal years of schooling were insignificant in influencing sustainability of donor funded water projects.

4.2 Influence of Monitoring and Evaluation on Sustainability of DFWPs

In question one the line ministries and donors participants were asked to say how often monitoring and evaluation was conducted during the water project implementation process. Also question three on the questionnaire the water point executive committee members were asked to indicate how often monitoring and evaluation was conducted during the water project implementation process. The results were provided as shown in the Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Frequency of M and E of Wenje Donor Funded Water Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Ministries &amp; Donors Responses</th>
<th>Waters users/SHGs Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency (f)</td>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to results shown in Table 4.2, majority 90.0 percent (where 63.3% indicated quarterly and 26.7% indicated yearly) of the Water Point Executive Committees members and 85 percent of the line ministries and donor financiers sampled had indicated that the monitoring and evaluation exercise was conducted once or four times per year (where 55.0% indicated quarterly and 30.0% indicated yearly). The findings revealed that the
frequency of conducting monitoring and evaluation was insufficient because a lot of operations could have taken place without supervision in between a period of 3 months or one year.

Respondents from line ministries and donors representatives were asked to rate to what extend they thought monitoring and evaluation influences sustainability donor funded water projects by rating how satisfactory the M & E process was conducted during and after implementation of the projects. The findings from the responses obtained were illustrated as shown in Table 4.3, which shows the influence of monitoring and evaluation on sustainability of donor funded water projects.

Table 4.3: Influence of M and E on Sustainability of Donor Funded Water Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influence of M and E on Sustainability of DFPs</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring &amp; evaluation process feedback was fully utilized for improvement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring &amp; evaluation in dissemination of information was satisfactory</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring &amp; evaluation was fully participatory in community involvement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean of 3 means on (1-5)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>3.13</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.58</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to results in Table 4.3 there were 50 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives who agreed that monitoring and evaluation process feedback was fully utilized for improvement, 60 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives agreed that monitoring and evaluation in dissemination of information was satisfactory and 80 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had disagreed with the fact that monitoring and evaluation was fully participatory in community involvement.

For item one in Table 4.3; the mean value was calculated using the formula \( \frac{\Sigma fx}{\Sigma f} \) where \( \Sigma fx \) is the sum of product of \( f= \) frequency of responses and \( x = \) the likert scale range of values from (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) and \( \Sigma f \) is the sum of \( f= \) frequency of respondents who had attested to a particular rating scale among the range of (1-5) in their responses. The mean value was calculated as \( \frac{\Sigma fx}{\Sigma f} = \frac{4\times1 + 6\times2 + 1\times3 + 7\times4 + 2\times5}{20} = \frac{57}{20} = 2.85 \). The rest of the mean values in the study were calculated in the same way.

Standard deviations (Std dev) were also calculated to show variability or consistency among responses per item. The Std dev = \( (\Sigma f(x-3)^2/\Sigma f) \) where 3 was used as the assumed mean. For item one in Table 4.3; the standard deviation value was calculated as \( \frac{\Sigma f(x-3)^2}{\Sigma f} = \frac{4\times4 + 6\times1 + 1\times0 + 7\times1 + 2\times4}{20} = \frac{37}{20} = 1.85 \). The rest of the standard deviation values in the study were calculated in the same way.

The mean value of 3.13 on average from the likert scale range of (1-5) indicates that the respondents were undecided/neutral about whether monitoring and evaluation had any significant influence on sustainability of donor funded water projects in Wenje water projects at Tana River County. The fact that the standard deviation calculated (Std Dev =
1.58) was within one deviation from mean shows that we can be 99% confident that that all respondents were consistent in their responses.

In the previous reviewed literature the local community management groups, known as Water Point Executive Committees (WPECs) were formed and used as the lowest institutions in water supply management. The WPECs were reported to exist for all water projects studied in Zimbabwe (Teezed, 2002). However, despite the existence of WPECs at all water projects, it was claimed that the WPECs were ineffective in managing the operation and maintenance of the water projects (Dayal, van Wijk and Mukherjee, 2000).

4.3 Influence of Level of Funding on Sustainability of Donor Funded Projects

In question three on the questionnaire, the Water Point Executive Committee members were asked to rate how they agreed/disagreed with the fact that the level of funding received for their water project had significant influence on sustainability of DFWPs at Wenje. The results were as shown in Table 4.4, which shows the influence of level of funding received on sustainability of donor funded projects at Wenje, Tana River County.
Table 4.4: Influence of Level of funding on Sustainability of Donor Funded Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied that the Budget line items funded were as needed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td><strong>3.83</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.37</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied that Budget allocation per item/ was not adequate</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>2.43</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissatisfied with funds received</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td><strong>1.67</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean of 3 means on (1-5)</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.64</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.49</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results shown in Table 4.4, 73.3 percent of the water committee members respondents had disagreed that they were satisfied that the budget line items were funded as needed, 70.0 percent of the water committee members respondents had agreed that they were dissatisfied with the fact that budget allocation per item was adequate and 86.7 percent of the water committee members respondents had agreed that they were dissatisfied with the amount of funds received from the donors.

The mean value of 2.64 on average from the likert scale range of (1-5) indicates that the respondents were slightly undecided/neutral about whether level of funding had any significant influence on sustainability of donor funded water projects in Wenje water projects at Tana River County. The fact that the standard deviation calculated (Std dev = 2.49) was within two deviation from mean shows that we can be 95% confident that all respondents were consistent in their responses.
In the previous reviewed literature the local community management groups, known as Water Point Executive Committees (WPECs) were formed and used as the lowest institutions in water supply management. The WPECs were reported to exist for all water projects studied in Zimbabwe (Teezed, 2002). However, despite the existence of WPECs at all water projects, it was claimed that the WPECs were ineffective in managing the operation and maintenance of the water projects (Dayal, van Wijk and Mukherjee, 2000).

Some of the indicators cited for their ineffectiveness included poor record keeping and inability to mobilize the community, especially in times of breakdown of the water projects. In most cases, WPECs did not have records of borehole breakdowns, maintenance expenditure, and revenue subscription collected (Dayal, van Wijk and Mukherjee, 2000).

4.4 Influence of Involvement of Stakeholders on Sustainability of DFWPs

In question four the participants from line ministries and NGOs or donors representatives were asked to rate to what extend they thought involvement of stakeholders influences sustainability donor funded water projects by saying if they agreed/or disagreed with given statements on level of community involvement in the project implementation process. The findings were illustrated as shown in Table 4.5, which shows the influence of involvement of stakeholders on sustainability of donor funded projects.
Table 4.5: Stakeholders’ Involvement on Sustainability of DFWP-Line Ministries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Mean/Total</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Involvement of WPECs in water project conceptualization and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identification Frequency (f)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community was involved in Project implementation by cost sharing Frequency (f)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community involvement in decision making by financial transactions Frequency (f)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community involvement in sharing of water project benefits Frequency (f)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of 4 means on (1-5) &amp; Std</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results shown in Table 4.5, 65.0 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had disagreed that there was involvement of WPECs in water project conceptualization and identification, 95.0 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had agreed that the community was involved in project implementation by cost sharing, 90.0 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had disagreed that the community was involved in decision making and in financial transactions; 100.0 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had agreed that the community was involved in sharing of water project benefits.
The mean value of 2.76 on average from the likert scale range of (1-5) indicates that the respondents were slightly undecided/neutral about whether community involvement had any significant influence on sustainability of donor funded water projects in Wenje water projects at Tana River County. The fact that the standard deviation calculated (Std dev = 1.76) was within two deviation from mean shows that we can be 95% confident that the respondents were in agreement in their responses.

In the previous reviewed literature the local community management groups, known as Water Point Executive Committees (WPECs) were formed and used as the lowest institutions in water supply management. Water Point Executive Committees projects’ ownership of the donor funded water projects should not be the ends in itself, but the prerequisite for simple, service-oriented and financially sustainable systems (Reynolds, 1992). The line ministries technical officials’ water projects services in the study were indicated by its effectiveness in management, procurement guidelines and water projects’ evaluation and monitoring. These factors would enhance service-oriented and financially sustainable systems of donor funded water projects.

In question four the participants from the Water Point Executive Committees were asked to rate to what extend they thought involvement of stakeholders influences sustainability donor funded water projects by saying if they agreed/or disagreed with given statements on level of community involvement in the project implementation process. The findings from the responses obtained were illustrated as shown in Table 4.6, which shows the influence of involvement of stakeholders on sustainability of donor funded projects.
Table 4.6: Stakeholders’ Involvement on Sustainability of DFWP by Beneficiaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WPEC involved identifying project &amp; conceptualization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community was involved in Project implementation by cost sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community involved in financial transactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community involvement in sharing project benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency (f)</strong></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage (%)</strong></td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean of 4 on (1-5) &amp; Std</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results shown in Table 4.5, 70.0 percent of the water project committee members respondents had disagreed that they were involved of WPECs in water project conceptualization and identification; 100.0 percent of the water committee members respondents had disagreed that the community was involved in project implementation by cost sharing; 100.0 percent of the water project committee members respondents had disagreed that the community was involved in decision making by financial transactions100.0 percent of the water project committee members respondents had agreed that there was community involvement in sharing of water project benefits.
The mean value of 3.43 on average from the likert scale range of (1-5) indicates that the respondents were slightly undecided/neutral about whether level of funding had any significant influence on sustainability of donor funded water projects in Wenje water projects at Tana River County. The fact that the standard deviation calculated (Std dev = 2.30) was within two deviation from mean shows that we can be 95% confident that the respondents were in agreement in their responses.

In the previous reviewed literature the local community management groups, known as Water Point Executive Committees (WPECs) were formed and used as the lowest institutions in water supply management. Water Point Executive Committees projects’ ownership of the donor funded water projects should not be the ends in itself, but the prerequisite for simple, service-oriented and financially sustainable systems (Reynolds, 1992). Participation can take different forms, including the initial expression of the demand for water, the selection of technology and its sitting, the provision of labour and local materials, a cash contribution to the project costs, the selection of the management type and even the water tariff (Harvey and Reed, 2006). It is thus the process through which demand-responsiveness is exercised, and empowerment achieved. Participation is viewed as a tool for improving the efficiency of a project, assuming that where people are involved they are more likely to accept the new project and partake in its ongoing operation (Harvey and Reed, 2006). It is also seen as a fundamental right; that beneficiaries should have a say about interventions that affect their lives (FAO, 2005).

Kumar (2002) asserts that community participation is a key instrument in creating self reliant and empowered communities, stimulating Water Project Committees-level
mechanisms for collective action and decision-making. It is also believed to be instrumental in addressing marginalization and inequity, through elucidating the desires, priorities and perspectives of different groups within a project area.

Participatory methods now dominate in the implementation of development interventions at the Water Point Executive Committees level, the most common method being Participatory Rural Appraisal. Participation is also aimed at increasing the sense of ownership over the water supply within community members. A history of top-down service delivery by governments and NGOs frequently leaves a legacy of dependency in the Water Project Committees on external assistance. Consequently, in the event of a failure in the water supply the Water Project Committees do not make any attempt at repairs as it is not perceived to be their responsibility (Kumar, 2002).

A study by Nyaguthii and Oyugi (2013) on influence of community participation on successful implementation of Constituency Development Fund (water) projects in Kenya: case study of Mwea constituency findings indicates there is low community members’ participation in identification, implementation, evaluation and monitoring of constituency development fund (water) projects. Nyaguthii and Oyugi (2013) recommended that there was need to improve on the level of public participation in the CDF funded water projects to enhance accountability and public ownership of water project among the beneficiaries.

4.5 Indicators of Sustainability of Donor Funded Water Projects

In question four the participants from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives were asked to say whether the some indicators of sustainability of donor funded water projects given by interviewer were true or false. The findings from the responses obtained
were illustrated as shown in Table 4.7, which shows the indicators of sustainability of donor funded water projects at Wenje donor funded water projects in Tana River County.

**Table 4.7: Indicators of Sustainability of Donor Funded Water Projects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity/Statements</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>False</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water supply structure functional for all year</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Operation and Maintenance fund</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group has diversified water use activities</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued spare parts supply for repairs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results shown in Table 4.7, 60.0 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had disagreed that water supply structure functional for all year; 55 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had agreed that the WPECs operation and maintenance fund was functional; 85.0 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had disagreed that group has diversified water use activities in Wenje water projects.

All 100.0 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had disagreed that there was continued spare parts supply for repairs of water structures. These study findings were not different from the previous reviewed literature where some of the reasons cited for the delays in pump repairs were lack of spares and poor collection of subscriptions for water point repairs. These two factors are somehow linked to the effective operation of the water point service providers. The
existence of ineffective WPECs reduces opportunities for sustainable water supply as it may prolong the downtime of water projects (Teezed, 2002).

The study findings were similar to earlier reviewed literature in which four main categories of revenue collection had been identified in a Tanzanian water projects study and ranked in order of effectiveness 1: No revenue collection at all 2: Money collected when there is a breakdown 3: Revenue collection taking place, but 4. Either money is not collected from all users or money is disappearing post-collection. However in Tanzania the revenue collection was far from perfect (Hazelton, 2000).

It was revealed that contributions were made only when there was a breakdown. This situation resulted in long downtimes due to the need to mobilize resources in the event of a breakdown. There was also noticeable poor financial record keeping and management. It was found that there was need to develop strategies to enhance willingness to pay by the users as they were the water project’s beneficiaries (Harvey and Reed, 2006).

The ways to improve financial management in the Water Point Executive Committees in Tanzania which should have a significant positive impact on sustainability of water projects were found to be important (Harvey and Reed, 2006). Therefore good revenue collection was very crucial to improve the financial management of the water projects, but in Tanzania the revenue collection was far from perfect (Hazelton, 2000).
In question five the participants from line ministries and level of funding representatives were asked to say where they thought the WPECs got funds from to maintain the existing water supply structures at Wenje donor funded water projects in Tana River County.

The findings from the responses obtained were illustrated as shown in Table 4.8, which shows the sources of WPECs funds for maintenance of the water structure at Wenje donor funded water projects in Tana River County.

**Table 4.8: Sources of WPEC Funds for Maintenance of the Water Structure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of WPEC Funds</th>
<th>Frequency (f)</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Operation and maintenance fund/account</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Sale of water</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Group contribution</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) External support from NGOs and government</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>20</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results shown in Table 4.7, 85.0 percent of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives had agreed that the sources of funds for maintenance of water supply structures were from the: Water sales with 65% of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives in agreement and operation and maintenance fund/account with 20% of the respondents from line ministries and donor’s agency representatives in agreement.
However, these findings do not concur with reviewed literature in that due to poverty small income is generated from the water sales among the donor funded water projects in Kenya. This has been occasioned by poverty which forces most of the people to get the unsafe riverine free water far away from their homesteads at no cost (Borst and De Haas, 2006). Therefore the income generated from the donor funded water projects is not enough to finance the repair and maintenance of the water pumps (Borst and De Haas, 2006).

With only 45 percent of Kenyans having access to clean water for domestic use and even fewer have access to water that is fit to drink (Borst and De Haas, 2006). In most of the ASALs only 6 percent of the inhabitants have access to potable water. Water is the most essential development commodity in any rural set-up (FAO, 2005). The main sources of water are the seasonal rivers. Water scarcity forces women and girls to walk up to 10-20 kilometers in dry seasons of the year to get water from the scarce water sources such as scooped holes within the sand on dry seasonal river beds (FAO, 2005).

The line ministries technical officials’ water projects services in the study were indicated by its effectiveness in management, procurement guidelines and water projects’ evaluation and monitoring. These findings concur with Borst and De Haas (2006) that the WPCs and ministries technical services’ collaboration in implementation of donor funded water projects enhance self maintenance service-oriented and financial sustainability.
CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter consists of summary of the study findings, conclusion, recommendations and the suggestions for further studies on factors influencing sustainability of donor funded water projects both in Kenya and the rest of the world.

5.2 Summary of the Findings

This study investigated factors influencing sustainability of donor funded water projects in Tana River County, Kenya. The guiding objectives included; establishing the influence of Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E), to assess the influence of NGO funding and establish how the involvement of stakeholders’ influences sustainability of donor funded projects in Tana River County. The study applied descriptive quantitative design. The study targeted 50 respondents.

The study conclusions that training of various WPEC involved in monitoring and evaluation was to equip them with pre-requisite skills and improve communication of data, defining clear structures for monitoring and evaluation including an appointment of monitoring and evaluation personnel, delineation of monitoring budget from capacity building, involvement of primary beneficiaries at all stages of the project cycle other than conceptualization and limiting political influence in the water projects. The study also recommends establishment of whether monitoring and evaluation is effective in other sectors other than water sector. Also there was need to look at modalities of strengthening primary stakeholders in order to optimize their participation in monitoring and evaluation of the donor funded water projects.
5.3 Discussions of the Study Findings

On average the results showed that the Water Point Committee members had only 3.27 years of formal schooling. Thus most of these respondents had attained only 3.27 years of primary school education. The low level of education attained by these respondents was likely to have had a negative influence on the sustainability of donor funded water projects due to inadequacy of management skills among the group members after the donors leave.

However, there was no past research evidence that had linked the participants mean number of years in formal education with sustainability of donor funded water projects. Formal years of schooling were insignificant in influencing sustainability of donor funded water projects. Only 45 percent of Kenyans have access to clean water for domestic use and even fewer have access to water that is fit to drink (Borst and De Haas, 2006). In Tana River County only 6 percent of the inhabitants have access to potable water. Water is the most essential development commodity in any rural set-up (FAO, 2005).

The main source of riverine water in Tana River County is Tana River where other major sources of water are the ephemeral rivers. Water scarcity forces women and girls to walk up to 10-20 kilometers in dry seasons of the year to get water from the scarce water sources such as scooped holes within the sand on dry seasonal river beds (FAO, 2005). Due to poverty small income is generated from the water sales among the donor funded water projects in Kenya. This has been occasioned by poverty which forces most of them to get the unsafe riverine free water far away from their homesteads at no cost (Borst and
De Haas, 2006). Therefore the income generated from the donor funded water projects is not enough to finance the repair and maintenance of the water pumps (Borst and De Haas, 2006).

The study findings were not different from the previous reviewed literature where some of the reasons cited for the delays in pump repairs were lack of spares and poor collection of subscriptions for water point repairs. These two factors are somehow linked to the effective operation of the water point service providers. The existence of ineffective WPECs reduces opportunities for sustainable water supply as it may prolong the downtime of water projects (Teezed, 2002). However in Tanzania the revenue collection was far from perfect (Hazelton, 2000). It was revealed that contributions were made only when there was a breakdown. This situation resulted in long downtimes due to the need to mobilize resources in the event of a breakdown. There was also noticeable poor financial record keeping and management.

It was found that there was need to develop strategies to enhance willingness to pay by the users as they were the water project’s beneficiaries (Harvey and Reed, 2006). Therefore the interpretation was that almost all respondents were strongly in disagreement with the positive indicators: the existence of good revenue collection and management; existence of cost recovery of the donor funded water projects and the existence of effective community’s water price determination were being practiced in the study area. This was interpreted that projects income was negatively influencing sustainability of Donor Funded Water Projects, the case of Wenje Water Point Executive
Committees in Tana River County. The study findings closely concurred with the some of the past studies earlier reviewed in literature.

The ways to improve financial management in the Water Project Committees in Tanzania which should have a significant positive impact on sustainability of water projects were found to be important (Harvey and Reed, 2006). Therefore good revenue collection was very crucial to improve the financial management of the water projects, but in Tanzania the revenue collection was far from perfect (Hazelton, 2000).

5.4 Conclusion

The researcher concluded that if the local community participation as indicated by Formation of committees, Project’s subscription and Record keeping is freely and willingly involved the water projects would provide long-term benefits to the members which would increase the projects’ sustainability. However, ineffective water supply would be due to poor community management after the donor agency has left.

Technical repair and maintenance services as indicated by presence of Water Point Executive Committees, health workers, trained extension officers and Water Point Executive Committees skilled private persons in water boreholes; wind energy, generators and solar panels would enhance water supply reliability and enhance sustainability of donor funded water projects. Otherwise, there would be low sustainability of the water projects as there would be failures resulting due to insufficient operational attention and maintenance.
The researcher also concludes that inadequate projects’ income management undermines sustainability of water supplies. Proper financial records, pricing flexibility, revenue collection and its incentives as well as cost recovery skills ensures improvement in generation and use of project’s income.

In addition, the local beneficiaries “Water Point Executive Committees projects” ownership of the donor funded water projects should not be the ends in itself, but the prerequisite for simple, service-oriented and financially sustainable systems (Reynolds, 1992). The line ministries technical officials’ water projects services in the study were indicated by its effectiveness in management, procurement guidelines and water projects’ evaluation and monitoring. These factors would enhance service-oriented and financially sustainable systems of donor funded water projects.

5.5 Recommendations

The researcher recommended for a more strategic oriented water projects management, which is the pro-active approach to be adopted in the community water management. The study recommends training of the various WPEC involved in monitoring and evaluation, to equip them with requisite skills and improve communication of data, defining clear structures for monitoring and evaluation including an appointment of monitoring and evaluation personnel, delineation of monitoring budget from capacity building, involvement of primary beneficiaries at all stages of the project cycle other than conceptualization and limiting political influence in the water projects.
This would help by negating the current water management practices that are still focused on reacting to events that have already occurred: the re-active approach. Currently the pro-active approach is hardly adopted by water managers and policy makers which have led to low water projects’ sustainability. The ineffective water supply is due to poor community management of the donor funded water projects after the donor agency has left.

It was also recommended that the shift from re-active to pro-active water project management approaches using the appropriate methodologies need to be adopted. The Integrated Water Management Support Methodologies are needed that go beyond the traditional operational support tools. They include conceptual issues, theories, combining technical and socio-economic aspects. The proposed pro-active water project management approach comprises three different components: a water allocation component, a physical based component and a decision support component.

Another important recommendation of this study involves the institutional management framework surrounding the donor funded water projects. In Donor Funded Water Projects the case of Wenje Water Resource Users Projects in Tana River County the management framework should comprise several actors on various institutional levels as were recommended by the researcher. The responsibilities, the level of cooperation and the coordination structure of the different actors showed that three institutional levels such as NGO level, community level and government level are required.
The study recommends a bottom-up approach to water projects management, where community participation plays an important role. The donor organization should only facilitate construction materials, knowledge and the required funding, keeping the total costs as low as possible. At the end of the pre-constructive phase, the community should select a committee who is responsible for the organization of the site and for the long-term utilization of the water project. During construction and in the post-constructive phase several trainings should be given. These sub-locational training sessions should cover subjects like project management, natural resource management and catchment development.

The community committee has the responsibilities, including supervision of the site, organizing the community, and managing and maintaining the water project. The other actors should also be actively involved such as: the highest institutional level is the Kenyan government. The various levels of government (ranging from national to County and sub counties or even wards) are not only regulatory institutions, but should also be active in setting up projects in sectors as agriculture, irrigation and health. This is mostly done through extension officers who visit communities and give advice on various topics. For this reason, the ministries could play a major factor in making the donor funded water projects successful and sustainable.

The Ministry of Water and Irrigation should be responsible for the development of water resources, and therefore closely connected to the development of donor funded water projects. Although the Ministry has little cooperation with the donor agencies; making the outcome of the project less effective due to insufficient support and follow-up
services from the Ministry. The Water Act 2002 is a new policy concerning the management of the water resources. The act supports a minimal role of the government and greater community participation. In the near future, water user groups may become an important entity at county level and it is recommendable that these groups work together with the community committees.

This study also recommended the involvement of the county Development Committee in the sustainability of water projects. In Tana River County, since 2002 the District Development Committee was incorporated into the development and maintenance of water projects as quoted in the Districts Development Plan (DDP for 2002-2008). The study also recommended increased community awareness through the government’s extension services to the water point managing community committees that are better matched with their situation and proper utilisation of the resources.

5.6 Suggestion for Further Studies

The researcher suggested that further studies on factors influencing sustainability of donor funded water projects both in Kenya and the rest of the world should be conducted. A study on various water use and demand sites such as the: domestic, agriculture, livestock and other uses would help the policy makers and donor agency who are the water projects developers on the approximate water demands per Water Point Executive Committees community. In the reviewed studies it was noted that domestic water use is the most important, and it has the highest priority. Second important use is livestock, third is agriculture and the other uses have least priority.
A study on the rainfall-runoff model dealing with water supply/water availability with a fixed amount flowing into the study area as so-called head flows and outflows from the study area would help in understanding the sustainability of the water projects in the area. This would help in educating the Water Point Executive Committees community water managers on their vulnerability to water shortages throughout the year. This study would consider the catchments, which are simplified rainfall-runoff processes and a detailed output for each area of these rainfall-runoff processes and the amount of water generated to supply the water reservoiirs (as water projects).

Finally, the researcher suggested a study on the community preparedness to participate in and manage the donor funded projects regardless of any obstacles such as availability of cheap source of water among others. This would help in improving on the required community training which would boost the management of donor funded water projects.
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APPENDIX II: Questionnaire for Water Point Executive Committees

The questionnaire is designed to gather information about the factors influencing sustainability of Donor Funded Projects, the case of Wenje Water Projects in Tana River County of the former Coast Province, Kenya.

SECTION I: Background Information

1. Gender of respondent (Please tick appropriate)
   a) Male ( )
   b) Female ( )

2. What is your level of education? (Please tick appropriate)
   a) No schooling ( )
   b) Primary ( )
   c) Secondary ( )
   d) Certificate ( )
   e) Diploma ( )
   f) University Degree ( )

SECTION II: Influence of Monitoring and Evaluation on DFWPs

3. Please by a (√) indicate how often monitoring and evaluation is conducted during the water project implementation process up-to the completion using the key provided in the table below.
   a) Yearly ( )
   b) Quarterly ( )
   c) Monthly ( )
   d) Weekly ( )
   e) None ( )

SECTION III: Influence of Level of Funding

4. Please indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree with satisfaction of the NGO funding received for your project by ticking (√) your response in the appropriate box/space

   Key: 1-Strongly Agree (SA) 2-Agree (A) 3-Undecided (UD) 4-Disagree (D) 5-Strongly Disagree (SA)
### No | Activity | Strongly Agree | Agree | Undecided | Disagree | Strongly Disagree
---|---|---|---|---|---|---

a) I am satisfied that the Budget line items/activities funded were as per need

b) I am dissatisfied that Budget allocation per item/activity was not adequate

c) I am not satisfied with the Funding levels (amount) received

### SECTION IV: Influence of Stakeholders Involvement and sustainability of DFWP

5. Please indicate if you agree to the statements below on level of community involvement in the project implementation process by ticking (✓) your response in the appropriate box/space.

**Key:** 1-Strongly Agree (SA)  2-Agree (A)  3-Don’t Know (DK)  4-Disagree (D)  5-Strongly Disagree (SA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

a) The implementation team involved group members on Project identification/Conceptualization

b) Community was involved in Project implementation through cost sharing

c) I am involved in decision making of financial transactions of group account

d) I am not involved in Sharing of benefits
APPENDIX III: Interview Guide for Line Ministries and Donor Representatives

My name is Florence Muthoki Nthenge, a student at the University of Nairobi taking a Masters Degree in Project Planning and Management. As part of the requirements for the course I am carrying out a research on sustainability of Donor Funded Projects, the case of Wenje Water Resource Users Projects in Tana River County. I am requesting you to assist me in answering a few questions about Donor Funded Water Projects

SECTION I: Influence of Monitoring and Evaluation in Donor Funded Water Projects

1. Please by a (✓) indicate how often monitoring and evaluation is conducted during the water project implementation process up-to the completion using the key provided in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Unaware</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Monitoring &amp; evaluation feedback was utilized for improvement</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
<td>( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Monitoring &amp; evaluation process in dissemination of information was satisfactory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Monitoring &amp; evaluation was fully participatory with community involvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Please rate to what extent do you agree/or disagree with the fact that monitoring and evaluation during the implementation of Wenje donor funded water projects will be satisfactory.

Key: 1-Strongly Agree (SA) 2-Agree (A) 3-Unaware (UN) 4-Disagree (D) 5-Strongly Disagree (SA)
SECTION II: Influence of Stakeholder’s Participation on Sustainability of DFWP

The following statements seek to find out if you agree/or disagree with the statements. Please tick (√) the statement that agrees with the situation.

**Key:**  1-Strongly Agree (SA)  2-Agree (A)  3-Neutral (N)  4-Disagree (D)  5-Strongly Disagree (SA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>The implementation team involved community/group members in Project identification/Conceptualization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>Community was involved in Project implementation through cost sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>Community was involved in financial transactions of group account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d)</td>
<td>Community is not involved in sharing of benefits of donor funded water project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION III: Indicators of Sustainability of Donor Funded Water Project

3. Please indicate if these statements are true or false as indicators of sustainability of DFWP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Water Supply Structure is functional throughout the year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) The group has Operation and Maintenance fund</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) The group has diversified water use activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) There is continued spare parts supply for repairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Please indicate where these groups’ committees get funds to maintain their DFWP structure by using the following response key:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Operation and maintenance fund/account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Sale of water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Group’s contribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) External support from NGOs and government</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

End

Thank you in advance
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   without prior appointment.
3. No questionnaire will be used unless it has been
   approved.
4. Excavation, filming and collection of biological
   specimens are subject to further permission from the
   relevant Government Ministries.
5. You are required to submit at least (2) hard
   copies and one (1) soft copy of your final report.
6. The Government of Kenya reserves the right to
   modify the conditions of this permit including
   its cancellation without notice.
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